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Shave provides an inte-rnational artists meeting point, a developing forum where artists from diverse backgrounds are able to

fo*.1[air practice for;h'intensive period of two weeks. The emphasis of the workshop is on the processes and ideas of the

artists who'participate. The Workshop offers a flexible structure and agendas;'with participant led discussions and a program_

ot ui.iting ciitics/artists; who input their specific issues and give a wider theoretical context. This provides.a concentration ot

debate b-etween the general question asking and the 'solutions' that each artist produces by their individual work. (texts lYere

sent to all participants prior to the workshop ai;ing to 'lay a few diverse foundations for discussion'; collected by Simon Watkinson.and

Anna Best these included excerpts from; lrjce lrigaiy, Gaion Bachelard, Deleuze anid Guattari, Thomas McEvilley, Ludger Gerdes, Henri

Lefebvre, Robert Smithson) lssues raised havdrevolved around the question of a 'universal' visual or artistic language, the rela-

tionship between artist and critic within and without the market, the responsibility of an artist in positioning thek practice in

their own society, and in another, how the notion ol'difference' can be embraced in context ot a multFcultural art world and in

terms ot the indjvidual, the presence of autobiography in a work and the degrees of explicitness'.. ...The workshop seeks to

find common elements and understanding through an uncovering of layers of visual and verbal language' Participants are

invited to bring with them issues for debaie surrounding their own art practice so as to €xpand the pool of communications.

Shave recognises the importance of artist - networks underground / alongside of the Institution or Establishment network.

Shave beco-mes a shifting base for new experience and possibilities furthering change. The environment offers an idyllic part

of dairy farming countryside, with 26 acres of land available for physical and conceplual exploration. Shave is a place where

the coi'iision be-tween the picturesque and reaF life histories, the visible and the invisible, is acutely tangible. The inescapabili-

ty of colleagues / the intensity of a sudden 'family' of strangers, leads to a free flow of communication where collaboration

may be defineO by a specific p-roject or simply an interchange of passing thoughts. The workshop is inviting applications from

ani;b who woit< wifh a site / tim; specific approach, who are interested in the challenge of examining the issues of their own

and others work in a spirit of questioning communication and experiment.
ihere is an Open Studios at the end of t-he workshop. lt is not perceived as an exhibition of wqdks, but aims to engage a wider

audience with the activities and issues ol the workshop, it functions also as a focus for performance and as a conneclion

between previous Shave participants, 'friends' and sponsors. Regional journals, BBC radio and TV cover the event

ghave lnternattronat Ar i ls ts WorRshop Ltd is a non-prof i t  making registered char i ty '  (  no'  1031509) .
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I ask other people to make a representation of something which has great signilicance for me but means absolutely nothing to them
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"Just as Derilda says that the meanings
are produced by the signs, you could say
that our present identity is produced by
memories of the past. lf these memories
fade, if we begin to forget the details, due
to migration, due to being uprooted, due
to displacement in space and time, we
end up with a difficult problem of continu-
ity, which is another term for a problem of
identity. That is the true problem of the
migrant. The problem of integration, that
is to say the integration of ones experi-
ences from the past with those of the
present. The problem of adaptation, that
is to say the adaptation of ones previous
self to ones present self."

Ani l  Ramdas
De papegaai,  de st ier en de kl immende bougainvi l lea
(The parrot,  the bul l  and the cl imbing bougainvi l lea)
(Fr ieze:19)


